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ABSTRACT 

If one of the main ways that a country can increase their ability to prosecute human 

traffickers in accordance with the UN Anti-Human Trafficking Protocol is by increasing the 

capacity of law enforcement to identify and build cases against traffickers than advanced data 

analytics techniques can be applied to help identify potential cases of sex trafficking. In particular 

the increase in usage of online classified advertisement sites give law enforcement the opportunity 

to look for patterns which may lead to identifying potential trafficking cases.  
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Part I  

 Introduction 

This thesis is currently made of two distinct sections. The first is a statistical analysis of 

what causes countries to be better or worse at prosecuting human trafficking with the underlying 

belief that it is not a country’s overall governance or economic performance which determines if 

it is good at anti-trafficking activities but rather that a country becomes better at anti-trafficking 

when it boosts its own capacity to enforce its domestic laws and gives law enforcement the ability 

to prosecute human traffickers.  

The second part of the thesis is a case study of a Malaysian dataset which I built from 

advertisements from backpage.com. This part of the thesis was done in conjunction with DARPA 

(Defense Advanced Research Program Agency) and Deloitte in order to apply techniques which 

DARPA is developing with its MEMEX program for anti-human trafficking efforts to an 

understudied country which is well known as a destination country for human trafficking. Since I 

do not have the cooperation of the Malaysian police force for this section of the project all I can 

do is look for potential cases of human trafficking since without police help researchers cannot 

100% identify whether or not an observation within their dataset is a case of human trafficking 

(Latonero, Innovation, Monitoring, and Analysis of Trafficking Online: Primary Research).  

Human Trafficking Background 

Article 3(a) of the Trafficking Protocol (2000) defines trafficking in persons as: 

“the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat 

or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of 
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power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to 

achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.” 

Human trafficking is a transnational crime which involves moving and holding individuals 

against their will and often entails moving them across borders. To date there are no numbers on 

the true levels of human trafficking globally, and the International Labor Office (ILO) suggests 

that there are about 21 million victims of forced labor worldwide (ILO, 2012), of these 21 million 

forced labor victims some number in the millions is expected to be made up of human trafficking 

victims (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime [UNODC], 2012) 

Starting in 2000 the United Nations adopted the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish 

Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children or Palermo Protocol hereby referred to as 

the Protocol. The Protocol lays out a general definition of human trafficking and the countries who 

ratified it are required to take action towards combating human trafficking. These anti trafficking 

efforts can be categorized in three broad categories Prosecution, Prevention, and Protection.  

 Prosecution of Human traffickers, creating and enforcing domestic anti-trafficking laws 

 Prevention of human trafficking through various means such as public awareness  

 Protection of victims of human trafficking  

Starting in 2001 the United States State Department began to release its yearly TIP reports based 

on the human trafficking efforts of 168 countries.  

Prosecution 

Over the past 20 years or so human trafficking has been a rapidly growing covert criminal 

activity and is ranked third behind drugs and arms in terms of its overall global profits at around 

10 billion as of 2005 (Ryf). However there are many difficulties in combating trafficking. Many 
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nations view human trafficking as a national security threat and have created fairly strong stances 

towards prosecuting traffickers (Ryf). Something that motivates countries is that by strengthen 

their human trafficking laws they are creating a framework to control their borders and fight 

against other sorts of transnational crime such as drug and arms trafficking. However despite these 

strong commitments on paper in many countries, the overall rates of prosecution of traffickers and 

successful convictions has been relatively low despite creation of the Palermo Protocol and the 

increase in strength of laws (Kelly) (Tyldum and Brunovskis). This can be related back to human 

trafficking being a difficult to detect covert criminal activity.  

 Besides the underlying fact that Human Trafficking is a covert criminal activity, there are 

other difficulties in studying it. Such as the lack of unified definition of trafficking, lack of 

understanding of the components of human trafficking due to a lack of empirical studies. 

Although the Protocol lays out a framework of a definition for human trafficking there is 

still no unified consensus on the matter and different governments and agencies within 

governments maintain their own definitions of human trafficking based on the challenges that they 

face (Tyldum and Brunovskis). Empirical research is difficult on human trafficking because 

reported numbers from law enforcement, agencies, and other organizations likely do not represent 

true levels of human trafficking. Another issue is that these sources are likely to introduce 

significant levels of bias because of the fact they likely only represent a small portion of the overall 

population of trafficking victims (Tyldum and Brunovskis).  Even though current publically 

available data sources likely do not represent the full scale of human trafficking globally, they do 

set a starting point for empirical analysis.  

In 2011 a human trafficking indicators dataset was compiled based off of the yearly United 

States State Department’s Trafficking in Persons Reports (TIP Reports) (Frank). This Human 
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Trafficking Indicators dataset is one of the first available for use in the academic realm. This 

dataset allows for analysis of global human trafficking trends and within my thesis will be used to 

analyze what effects a country’s ability to prosecute human traffickers and enforce their domestic 

anti-trafficking laws.  

Human Trafficking in a Digital Age 

 As stated previously one of the greatest difficulties in studying human trafficking is the 

lack of empirical data on the subject. This is doubly true of human trafficking and its relation to 

technology. Currently there have been almost no empirical studies and much of my research is 

based off of work done by Mark Latonero from USC and from communications with various 

researchers from DARPA’s Memex program. As stated previously Human trafficking is a covert 

and difficult to study for academics and difficult for law enforcement to track. With the rise of the 

internet and the digital age traffickers have taken the opportunity to expand their activities, “while 

traditional channels of trafficking remain in place, online technologies give traffickers the 

unprecedented ability to exploit a greater number of victims and advertise their services across 

geographic boundaries” (Latonero, Berhane and Hernandez). In their research Latonero and his 

research team note that technology is being used by traffickers to find victims through different 

technologies. The definition that they use for “technology” are things which can be used for the 

digital exchange of information over networks such as the internet, social media, and mobile 

phones. As greater awareness of the role of technology’s role within human trafficking there has 

been greater efforts by government and the private sector to use technology to combat it. Some 

high profile projects have been the Polaris project which has been working to find and help victims 

of human trafficking and the issue has become very salient in the domestic US and international 

political communities. However even though it is becoming understood that human traffickers use 
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technology to find victims and expand their overall global geographic reach finding and 

prosecuting these traffickers still remains elusive.  

The second major basis for my research is DARPA’s Memex Program (DARPA). The 

Memex program is a project to design a search engine for the dark web. The dark web or deep web 

refers to the majority of the information on the internet which traditional search engines such as 

google are unable to access (Wright). The goal for Memex is to act as a search engine for 

government and law enforcement use to help track crimes which are currently occurring on the 

internet but cannot be punished with the current resources and technology that is available, a good 

example of this are websites such as Silk Road where for the right price you can buy almost 

anything and everything from drugs to firearms. As of now law enforcement does not have the 

resources to monitor and punish illicit activities which occur in the dark web, but Memex is aiming 

to change that. The Memex project has been motivated because the US Department of Defense 

recognizes Human trafficking as a national security threat because transnational organizations 

which engage in human trafficking typically engage in different sorts of criminal activities as well 

(DARPA). Currently the focus of Memex is on combating human trafficking because in terms of 

finding and analyzing criminal activity human trafficking and in particular sex trafficking leaves 

the most visible digital footprint (Schles).  

 Sex traffickers are different from other online criminals because in order for them to show 

that they have some good, they have to advertise online and often advertise on the surface web in 

order to reach a greater number of potential customers (Schles) (Latonero, Berhane and 

Hernandez). Currently much of Memex’s work has been focused on the surface web although 

Memex itself was designed for deep web searches. This is because sex traffickers currently operate 

on the surface web on websites such as Craigslist or Backpage. What this means is that for the 
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time being these websites can provide valuable information on sex trafficking and could lead the 

way for prosecutions by law enforcement. In terms of looking for potential cases of human 

trafficking online sex classified ads such as those posted on Backpage.com are valuable because 

traffickers use these websites in order to advertise, but leave themselves vulnerable to counter 

attacks from law enforcement if law enforcement has the correct tools at their disposal (Schles) 

(McCoy).  

 Although Memex began in 2014, it is already being used in the field and has already yielded 

positive results (Spice) (New Search Engine Exposes the "Dark Web"). Memex has been 

successful in prosecuting a number of human traffickers and detecting trafficking rings within the 

United States with its data analytics capabilities. While the exact details of these techniques is not 

public knowledge, I have been able to collaborate with DARPA researchers to implement a smaller 

scale version of their methodology in analyzing human trafficking using the surface web. To date 

in the academic field has explored using data analytics and data mining to find potential incidences 

of human trafficking, but has done so by looking at overall trends in posting on online classified 

ads such as backpage and craigslist (Latonero, Innovation, Monitoring, and Analysis of Trafficking 

Online: Primary Research). However there is room for greater academic work in terms of looking 

to develop indicators of potential human trafficking. In academia, without cooperation from law 

enforcement it will be impossible to 100% confirm incidences of human trafficking (Latonero, 

The Rise of Mobile and the Diffusion). Despite this drawback data analytics can be used to identify 

advertisements which are systematically different from others within the dataset to help facilitate 

the overall conversation on how to combat human trafficking. Having this discussion is important 

because in this new technology age human traffickers and other criminals are increasingly looking 

to use the internet for their own gain.   
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Coventry Conundrum 

The Coventry Conundrum is a situation in cryptography where an agent must decide whether or 

not to act on information that they gather, typically the tradeoff is that if you act you make the 

other party aware that you can read their actions and allow them to change their codes or behavior 

in order to counter the intelligence you are gathering. In part of the discussion with DARPA 

researchers, something that came up is that by doing work like this and sharing information with 

the public, having people be aware that these techniques exist the risk is there that traffickers will 

learn and adapt to counter them. However if the work of Memex and other data analytics research 

continues, traffickers will eventually realize that they have no where they can hide on the surface 

web and will be forced into the deep web. Once they are there they will have access to a much 

smaller pool of victims and clients, and search engines like Memex will still be able to find them 

there (Schles). 

Implications of Literature Review 

Human trafficking is a covert criminal activity and is still an understudied area because of the lack 

of data available to the public and the difficulty in validating any potential results which are found. 

However high level datasets such as the TIP dataset compiled by Professor Richard from 

University of Sydney are allowing the first looks into human trafficking in a statistical manner 

(Frank). The work which is being done by DARPA shows not only a way to combat human 

trafficking by using technology to find and identify human traffickers, but also how technology 

can be applied to do systematic analysis in order to bring new solutions to growing policy issues.  

Conceptual Model 

First half of the thesis: This section of the study aims to measure the ability of countries to enforce 

their own domestic human trafficking laws which were created as part of them joining the UN’s 

Anti-Human Trafficking Protocol. While human trafficking as a whole has not had very much 
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statistical work done due to an overall poverty of data. The State Department’s TIP reports allow 

for statistical analysis of the ability of countries to enforce human trafficking laws as done by 

Amahazion (Amahazion). While Amahazion’s paper focuses government effectiveness in 

enforcing human trafficking laws, it focuses on international interconnectivity. My thesis would 

be trying to look at a country’s ability to enforce its domestic human trafficking laws and its efforts 

as predicting a country’s overall ability to prosecute human traffickers and punish them based on 

their laws while controlling for governance and economic indicators.  

Dependent variable: Enforcement Scores of countries based on data from the Human Trafficking 

Indicators dataset. Countries are ranked with a 0, 1, 2 depending on their level of enforcement  

𝐴𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑒 ℎ𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠

= 𝛽 + 𝐸𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑢𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

+ 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 + 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑜𝑚 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝐺𝐷𝑃 

Since the Dependent Variable is a categorical variable ranging from 1-5 it is suitable to run 

initial tests with linear regressions and then move to ordered logits as were used in Amahazion 

2015 using analysis on the same enforcement score variable.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual Model 

 

The conceptual model shows the underlying belief that while governance and economic indicators 

are important for a country to succeed in increasing its ability to combat human trafficking. It will 

likely come down to whether or not a country is directing efforts towards combating human 

trafficking within its borders.  
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Figure 2. What Determines Enforcement Score? 

 

This graph is tracking countries which received the highest possible “enforcement score”, which 

measures a country’s ability to enforce its domestic anti trafficking laws and prosecute traffickers, 

and tracks these countries across a series of indicators levels of corruption, government 

effectiveness, rule of law, political stability, and log(GDP). The overall trend is that there is a 

spread of countries with high enforcement scores across all but the very lowest levels of each of 

the 5 categories. In other words, performing well across all of these categories does not mean that 

a country will perform well in terms of anti-trafficking and a country which performs poorly will 

not necessarily be bad. This data exploration gives some weight to the idea that it is not these sorts 

of metrics or indicators which drive a country’s ability to combat human trafficking but rather 
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country’s making the effort to combat human trafficking which is what allows them to increase 

their overall ability to prevent and prosecute human traffickers.  

Data and Variables 

The base dataset for this study is the Human Trafficking Indicators dataset which was 

compiled based on the US State Department’s TIP annual reports 2000-2011. This dataset was 

merged with the 3P Index, World Bank World Governance Indicators Dataset and macroeconomic 

data from the USDA (Cho, Dreher and Neumayer) (Kaufmann and Kraay). For the statistical 

analysis the main dependent variable will be the Prosecution score from the 3P index and the 

independent variables for the time being will be enforcement score from the Human Trafficking 

Indicators dataset with governmental effectiveness, control of corruption, rule of law, and GDP 

acting as controls. The analysis will be done using an ordered logit as described previously based 

on the examples provided in previous work (Amahazion).  
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Figure 3. Description of Variables 

  

NAME  MEAN RANGE DESCRIPTION 

 

ENFORCEMENT 

 

  

1.39 

 

0-2 

 

indicates what level a country prosecutes human 

trafficking and enforces its laws 

 

YEAR 

   

2003-2012 

 

year of the TIP report, 2001 covers through April 15 2001 

and so on 
 

CCODE 

    

numeric country code from Correlates of War (COW) 

country code 

     

3P INDEX     

 

PROSECUTION 

 

  

3.68 

 

1-5 

 

Ability to prosecute human traffickers in accordance with 

laws and the UN trafficking protocol 

     

GOVERNANCE AND 

ECONOMIC 

INDICATORS 

   Description: Continuous Variables 

 

 

GOVERNMENT 

EFFECTIVENESS 

 

  

-.0333 

 

-2.5 to  2.5   
 

 

World Governance Indicators (WGI) : how effective 

government policies and implementation are perceived to 

be, government credibility.  

 

CONTROLOF 

CORRUPTION 

  

-.099 

 

-2.5 to  2.5 

 

 

WGI: the extent to which public power is exercised for 

private gain 

RULE OF LAW  -.132 -2.5 to  2.5 

 

WGI: what is the quality of contract enforcement, property 

rights, the police, and the courts. 

 

LN(GDP) 

  

3.87 

 

-2.5 to  2.5 

 

 

ERS International Macroeconomic Data Set, Real GDP 

2010 dollars 
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Results of Regression Analysis  

Figure 4. Regression Results: Impact of Enforcement on Prosecution Score 

 

 (1) (2) 

VARIABLES Linear regression Country Fixed effects 

   

enforcement = 1 0.839*** 0.118 

 (0.133) (0.126) 

enforcement = 2 1.330*** 0.357*** 

 (0.138) (0.127) 

Ln(GDP) 0.136*** 1.164*** 

 (0.0174) (0.364) 

Corruption -0.435*** -0.0779 

 (0.0907) (0.206) 

Government effectiveness  0.317*** 0.496** 

 (0.118) (0.217) 

Rule of Law 0.0902 0.0897 

 (0.127) (0.243) 

Political Stability -0.0165 0.109 

 (0.0486) (0.117) 

Freedom of speech 0.262*** -0.188 

 (0.0562) (0.207) 

year = 2003  0.206** 

  (0.0963) 

year = 2004  0.319*** 

  (0.117) 

year = 2005  0.496*** 

  (0.134) 

year = 2006  0.444*** 

  (0.146) 

year = 2007  0.523*** 

  (0.156) 

year = 2008  0.533*** 

  (0.167) 

year = 2009  0.617*** 

  (0.164) 

year = 2010  0.534*** 

  (0.176) 

year = 2011  0.462** 

  (0.191) 

year = 2012  0.526*** 

  (0.189) 

Constant 2.289*** -1.470 

 (0.142) (1.360) 

   

Observations 1,248 1,248 

R-squared 0.312 0.245 

Number of ccode  163 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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In Figure 4 the general economic and world governance indicators act as controls. 

Essentially these variables will help to determine if the relationship between anti-human 

trafficking prosecution levels are due to overall governance of the country or the economic strength 

of the country rather than being due to the capacity of law enforcement in a given country.  

The first linear regression shows that the enforcement has a coefficient of .839 and a robust 

standard error of .133 when equal to 1 and 1.330 with a robust standard error of .138 when equal 

to 2. This shows that increasing law enforcement efforts from 0 to 1 increases is expected to 

increase the overall 3P score by .839 and moving from 0 to 2 is expected to increase it by 1.33. 

One of the concerns is that there will endogeneity due to different countries having different levels 

of enforcement capacity and human trafficking levels. In this situation it may look like 

enforcement is a cause of human trafficking since countries with higher levels of enforcement of 

human trafficking laws are also more likely having cases of human trafficking occur.  

 This issue of endogeneity is partially addressed in the second regression where country 

fixed effects are added to the make a time series multivariate linear regression. In this model the 

regression coefficient on the enforcement = 1 drops to .118 from the previous .839. This decrease 

of .721 points is likely due to the addition of the country fixed effects. This decrease is mirrored 

in enforcement = 2 where there is a decrease of .957 but it retains its statistical significance at the 

1% level. With the addition of these fixed effects the differences between different countries is 

dropped and what is measured is the internal variation within each country in the dataset. This first 

estimate, has a robust standard error of .126 which makes coefficient not statistically significant.  

 Looking at the control variables, in the basic linear regression Ln(GDP), Corruption, 

Government Effectiveness, and Freedom of Speech are all statistically significant at the 1% level. 
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However once the country fixed effects are accounted for only Ln(GDP) maintains its statistical 

significance and actually sees an increase of 1.028 in its coefficient from .136 to 1.028. 

Government effectiveness only becomes significant at the 5% level and the corruption and freedom 

of speech controls lose their statistical significance. The increase in the coefficients of Government 

effectiveness indicates that increasing a country’s overall governmental effectiveness or overall 

GDP are methods to increase a country’s overall ability to prosecute human traffickers. 

 These results indicate that increasing the capacity for law enforcement to identify cases of 

human trafficking and attempt to enforce its domestic laws may be a way to help bring that country 

into compliance with the overall UN Anti-Human Trafficking Protocol even while controlling for 

other significant factors such as economic growth and governmental effectiveness. The main 

caveat being that in order to significantly improve the 3P score the law enforcement in a country 

must be able to identify and fully investigate cases of human trafficking. 
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Figure 5. Ordered Logistic Regressions: Impact of Enforcement on Prosecution Score 

 (1) (2) 

VARIABLES Ordered logit Country fixed effects 

ordered logit 

   

enforcement = 1 1.122*** 0.534 

 (0.406) (0.449) 

enforcement = 2 2.272*** 1.635*** 

 (0.410) (0.443) 

   

Ln(GDP) 0.307*** 0.637*** 

 (0.0391) (0.130) 

Corruption -0.840*** -1.222** 

 (0.208) (0.593) 

Government effectiveness 0.589** 1.103 

 (0.245) (0.704) 

Rule of Law 0.280 0.525 

 (0.263) (0.675) 

Political Stability -0.0441 0.257 

 (0.107) (0.326) 

Freedom of speech 0.445*** 0.422 

 (0.114) (0.371) 

   

year = 2003 0.299 0.943*** 

 (0.303) (0.337) 

year = 2004 0.541* 1.381*** 

 (0.306) (0.381) 

year = 2005 0.898*** 2.115*** 

 (0.301) (0.379) 

year = 2006 0.998*** 2.312*** 

 (0.297) (0.390) 

year = 2007 1.234*** 2.697*** 

 (0.303) (0.397) 

year = 2008 1.324*** 2.909*** 

 (0.290) (0.411) 

year = 2009 1.438*** 3.112*** 

 (0.293) (0.417) 

year = 2010 1.261*** 2.960*** 

 (0.284) (0.404) 

year = 2011 1.162*** 2.705*** 

 (0.279) (0.429) 

year = 2012 -2.120*** 1.399*** 

 (0.350) (0.497) 

   

Constant cut1 -2.768*** -4.033*** 

 (0.642) (0.881) 

Constant cut2 1.924*** 2.826*** 

 (0.459) (0.684) 

Constant cut3 2.491*** 7.500*** 

 (0.460) (0.731) 

Constant cut4 4.576*** 6.303*** 

 (0.468) (1.118) 

   

Observations 1,216 1,216 

Country code  162 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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 As discussed previously since the independent variable which is a measure of a country’s 

overall compliance to the 3P anti human trafficking index is a categorical variable measured from 

1-5 it is reasonable to use ordered logit style regressions.  

In Figure 5 the first Ordered Logit regression shows the basic model which is expanded to 

include country fixed effects in the second model. In the Ordered Logit regression the statistically 

significant variables are Enforcement, Ln(GDP), Corruption, and Freedom of Speech. These 

variables are all highly significant at the 1% level. Government Effectiveness is significant at the 

5% level.   

Using a recycled predictions simulation the probability distribution of the dataset can be 

seen below. When the enforcement score is equal to 0 increasing it to 2 causes the distribution to 

shift in a number of different ways. At 0 the largest category is a Prosecution score of 2, in the 

Index a prosecution score of 1 is equal to no compliance with the human trafficking protocol in 

regards to prosecuting human traffickers and 2 means that countries are viewed as having very 

little compliance. These two groups are expected to make up 43% of the observations. In the two 

highest categories where the Prosecution score is equal to 4 or 5 approximately 45.43% fall into 

this portion of the distribution. This high percentage may be due to countries scoring highly due 

to higher governmental effectiveness or other indicators of governance.  

When Enforcement is increased to 2 for all observations in the sample, the distribution 

shifts significantly. The simulation shows that when the enforcement score is equal to 2, in the 

first two categories of the 3P index contain 9.8% of the distribution. This is a decrease of 33.2 

percentage points in comparison to when the Enforcement scores were equal to 0. The last two 

categories 4 and 5 now contain 84.19% of the distribution which is 38.76 percentage point increase. 

In category 5 which indicates the highest level of compliance there is the largest shift between the 
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two simulations. When the enforcement level is equal to 2, 49% of the sample is located in that 

part of the distribution, and when enforcement is equal to 0 only 12.5% of the distribution is located 

in that category.  

Figure 6. Probability Distribution 

Prosecution Score Level Enforcement = 0  Enforcement = 2 Difference (Y0 –Y2) 

1 .0107081 .0011335 .00957 

2 .4208081 .0970722 .324 

3 .1141226 .0549755 .0591 

4 .3289222 .3549122 -.026 

5 .125439 .4919067 -.3665 

 

Like the previous set of regressions, this basic ordered logit has endogeneity created by not 

accounting for between country effects and is likely creating a positive bias on the enforcement 

coefficient in this regression. So the next step was to create a time series country fixed effect 

ordered logit.  

The fixed effect model shows Enforcement and Ln(GDP) as being statistically significant 

at the 1% level. Corruption and Governmental Effectiveness have both lost their significance at 

the 1% level but are still significant at the 10% level.  

Between the two models Enforcement when equal to 1 has decreased from 1.122 to .534. 

Within the time series model a 1 unit increase in enforcement has a .534 increase in the log odds 

of moving up in the 3P index. It should also be noted that increasing from 0 to 1 on enforcement 

score has lost its statistical significance. Which is the same trend which was identified when 
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running the previous linear regressions. The enforcement = 2 has kept its statistical significance at 

the 1% level but also decreased in magnitude. It decreased from 2.272 to 1.635, which means that 

moving to an enforcement score of 2 there is expected to be a 1.635 increase in the log odds ratio. 

This decrease is expected since the fixed effects model is accounting for some of the endogeneity 

effects which were present in the basic model. 

Both within both fixed effects model various control variables increased while the main 

dependent variable Enforcement decreased.  This shows that the between country effect is in the 

opposite direction of the within country effect. The time series regressions cut out the between 

country differences and effects and isolate the changes within the countries which gives a better 

picture of the effect of changing different measurements. It is also important to notice that the 

greatest increase will be giving law enforcement the capacity to find incidences of human 

trafficking and investigate them more fully.  

Policy Implications, Caveats, and Limitations 

The implications for this analysis is that one way to boost a country’s overall ability to 

prosecute human trafficking and be in compliance with one of the main sections of the Anti-Human 

Trafficking Protocol is to increase the capacity for law enforcement to identify human traffickers 

and enforce its domestic human trafficking laws.  

The caveats to the data that was used is that they were determined based almost entirely 

off of the US State Department’s TIP reports which currently act as the only real publically 

available data source and are unable to provide true statistics on the numbers of trafficking victims 

and occurrence of trafficking in countries and around the world. This means that the datasets here 

can be used to look at overall observed trends, but may not show the true nature of human 

trafficking globally.  
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There are obvious data limitations in the field of human trafficking and the first section of 

this research is only looking to establish a some relationship showing increasing the compliance 

of a country with the Prosecution section of the Anti-Human trafficking protocol is to increase the 

ability of law enforcement of a given country to locate and bring traffickers to justice. This is the 

intuitive result which needed to be confirmed using publically available data was available in a 

data sparse field. The results of these regressions show a correlation exists but that does not imply 

causation. Further research and greater data gathering efforts would be needed for any such 

conclusions.  

Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 

The next question is to identify how to expand the capacity of governments and law 

enforcement to increase their ability to find and prosecute human traffickers. I argue that one 

possible answer comes in the form of advanced data analytics. As stated before human trafficking 

is a covert criminal activity which is hard to detect, but sex trafficking in particular is an example 

of a criminal activity where there is a repeated pattern which can be analyzed. This pattern is 

created because when traffickers post advertisements on the internet they are relying on the 

anonymity that the internet gives individuals to protect themselves. However these patterns can be 

used to identify traffickers and their networks and build judicial cases against them.  

Sex traffickers have been steadily incorporating the usage of communications technology 

into their activities to increase their reach to ensnare greater numbers of victims and to reach a 

greater client base than they would otherwise be able to reach. As of now law enforcement in the 

United States has only just begun to apply modern data analytics techniques towards human 

trafficking in an attempt to detect this covert activity. However these initial efforts at using 
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predicative analytics can be repurposed to apply to many other countries around the world to help 

increase the capacity for law enforcement to prosecute traffickers.  

The next section of my research will be a case study of how these data analytics techniques 

can be utilized using open source programing languages and data available on the surface web. 

My study focuses on Malaysia which is a tier 3 country for trafficking and is well recognized as a 

destination country for labor and sex trafficking. The dataset that I built consists of 11,445 

backpage.com advertisements from the months of May-August of 2015 and the aim of the case 

study is to use techniques being used by DARPA in the US to identify potential cases of human 

trafficking and show how data analytics can be applied to combat a major transnational crime.  
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Part II: Malaysia Case Study 

Malaysia is known as a destination, source and transit country for human trafficking and 

as of 2015 has been placed on the Tier 2 Watch List by the US State Department (Trafficking in 

Persons Report: Malaysia). However Malaysia lacks the capacity to combat human trafficking 

effectively. This is due to the covert nature of human trafficking and because of a lack of capacity 

within the government and interested NGOs. This is particularly true of online activity in relation 

to sex trafficking. Leaders of NGOs in Malaysia which were interviewed were not aware of the 

existence of online classified advertisements such as Backpage.com (Tenaganita). These NGOs 

also expressed surprise at the fact that these individuals could post openly on the internet and no 

one seemed to be able to do anything about it.  

Because of Malaysia’s status as a known trafficking hub where individuals are trafficked 

from throughout the region for forced labor and sex work, relative lack of technical capacity of 

law enforcement to prosecute human traffickers, and lack of knowledge on the part of government 

and NGOs Malaysia makes a good testing ground for the methods developed by DARPA in the 

United States to try and identify potential cases of human trafficking.   

Methodology and Dataset Building 

In the field of human trafficking and in particular revolving around heavy data analytics 

there are basically no publically available sources and as one of the MEMEX researchers we 

interviewed put it, “if you don’t build your own dataset, you don’t have one” (Schles). Currently 

MEMEX is doing most of their analytics on the surface web. The reason is that for traffickers or 

johns who are looking to exploit trafficking victims advertising on the surface web gives them a 

far greater reach than they would have in comparison to if they operated solely on the dark web. 

On the surface web MEMEX is focusing on Backbage.com ads and other sites like it for their 
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research. Due to the overall lack of information on the use of technology in Malaysia I opted to 

also use Backpage.com as the main source of data for our analytics.  

 Once I selected a website, the next step was to go about gathering our data. However 

Backpage.com does not host an application program interface (API) for data mining, which means 

that in order to gather data I had to build a recursive web crawler to systematically mine the data 

from different advertisements. This was done by utilizing the html structure that was used to 

construct Backpage.com and using tailoring a web crawler to move along the desired html nodes. 

I chose Python scrapy library as the basis for my web crawler and I used this crawler to mine ads 

from the period of May-August of 2015 for a final dataset of 11,445 advertisements. At this point 

the dataset included the main body of the post, title, time and date of initial posting, ad ID number, 

location the ad applied for, and reported age of poster, all images on the ad, and urls for each of 

the images.  

 It is important to note that Backpage.com does what it can to hide the identity of those who 

are using the site by not providing poster details on advertisements and scrubs photos of metadata. 

So within the basic data that was scraped there is no metric to identify individual users. What this 

means is that new metric to track users across advertisements and what DARPA suggested was 

phone numbers. The reason for this is that phone numbers are something which users cannot falsify 

and would keep consistent across different advertisements for the sake of their business.  

This is the part of the pipeline of the methodology which I was not able to automate. There 

were two main issues which appeared in this section of the project. First, phone numbers were 

often recorded in a manner such as “7EIGHTl3TREE” which would be “78133” this meant that in 

order to clean this data I would need to unscramble these numbers and identify what a phone 

number was. This in and of itself is not that difficult, however the second issue is much more 
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difficult to solve. The majority of the advertisements placed their phone numbers on the images 

within the ads. This would mean that I would need to develop programs that used Optical Character 

Recognition in order to fully automate my process. Due to my own programing skills and time 

constraints I did not write these programs and instead opted to record phone numbers by hand. Of 

the total 11,445 ads within the dataset I recorded around 5,000 which was comprised of around 

300 unique phone numbers. For the majority of the analysis these 5,000 ads represent the full 

dataset, except in instances where I was looking at overall geographic trends which could be done 

with the full data set of 11,445 ads.  

Analysis 

Once the dataset was created, the next step was to decide what indicators to use and how 

to go about creating them. Discussions with DARPA researchers and referencing past academia in 

the US led to the selection of four indicators which act as red flags for potential sex trafficking 

cases.  

1. Individual user posting across varied geographic locations 

2. Use of multiple phone numbers for a single advertisement 

3. Prices significantly below the mean of the market 

4. Usage of trafficking language such as “fresh”, “exotic”, “just landed”, “new”, or listing 

foreign women in the ads 

Justification and Discussion of Indicators 

Individual user posting across varied geographic locations 

If users are posting across multiple geographic locations it is either they are physically 

moving themselves and maybe others to different locations throughout the country, or the network 
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they operate in has the capacity to operate in both locations simultaneously. Both cases indicate 

some higher level of organization than would be expected otherwise and because of that this 

becomes a possible red flag for trafficking. Like phone numbers something else that Backpage.com 

users are unable to lie about is the location for which the ad applies for. Since every advertisement 

contains a city and or district where the ad applies for, I was able to use the google API to get the 

geographic latitude longitude coordinates for every ad within the dataset. This allowed for two 

things. First to be able to check to see if the dataset that we created contained a spread of 

geographic locations across Malaysia, and second to map users as they posted across different 

geographic locations.  
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Figure 7. Ad Distribution 
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 Distribution of Ads 

Figure 7 shows that of the 11,445 ads, 10,000+ are from the city of Kuala Lumpur and the 

surrounding area. However other major cities such as George Town in Penang and Johor Bahru do 

appear. In fact all of the major cities on the western half of Malaysia appear in this dataset. This 

graph is showing that the dataset does contain information on all the major cities in Malaysia and 

is fairly representative of Malaysia as a country with the vast majority of ads being based out of 

Kuala Lumpur, Another interesting detail was that Singapore directly appears even though the 

dataset was built using Malaysian Backpage.com.  

Figure 7 utilizes the geographic locations generated with the Google API, the next step was 

to take this data and look at it while tracking specific users as they appeared across the different 

geographic locations which appeared in the dataset.  

From a technical standpoint it was difficult to automate the graphing of users as they 

appeared in geographic locations, create flows from one location to another, and map out those 

geographic locations on a map. To work around this I decided to not map out the geographic 

locations on a map and focused on looking at the network of users posing in different geographic 

locations. For this I used a network graph where I structured the data to graph all the phone 

numbers which appeared in a given city, and then make connections to different city when that 

phone number appeared in a different city. This creates a map of Backpage.com users and can be 

used to identify potential cases of sex trafficking.  
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Figure 8. Geographic Distribution of Users 
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Geographic Distribution of Users 

In Figure 8 the large grey dots represent cities in Malaysia where advertisements appear. 

The white dots represent a phone number which appears in a single geographic location and the 

yellow dots are phone numbers which appear in multiple geographic locations. The yellow dots 

represent potential red flags for trafficking.  

 “Kuala Lumpur, Other”, “Bukit Bintang, KL”, and “Klang” all represent areas of Kuala 

Lumpur or satellite cities and in the dataset you can see a good amount of interconnectivity 

between these areas. However towards the top of the graph there are a large number of smaller 

clusters which represent the other cities in the dataset. What you can see is some interconnectivity 

between the smaller cities, but also when there is a connection to another city there is also likely a 

connection to Kuala Lumpur.  

Use of Multiple Phone Numbers for a Single Advertisement 

 Within the dataset, the naïve assumption is that one phone number corresponds to a single 

user. However, this is not the case, what I observed in the data and what was stated by DARPA is 

that a single user may operate multiple phone numbers and this can be seen as showing a higher 

level of coordination and sophistication than would be expected otherwise. Situations where this 

occurred would be when an ad listed one phone number in the title but another in the text, or the 

text would contain one number but a different phone number would be on an image. I would have 

to classify these as mistakes by the Backpage.com user. It is mistakes like these which allow for 

greater analysis at the overall shape and size of the networks which are being studied and larger 

networks with greater sophistication give the greater potential for trafficking cases.  

  In order to develop this indicator, I had to record the appearance of multiple phone numbers 

on advertisements in an organized way. This was not something that I accounted for when I first 
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recorded the phone number data, so I created this indicator for a subset of the dataset, around 2,800 

advertisements. Once the phone numbers were recorded I used a Python script to iterate over the 

data and look for the appearance of phone numbers in different ads and create an array of phone 

numbers which corresponded to a single user. Using this array I was able to map identify that of 

the original number of users, there was a 25% reduction in the overall number of users. This means 

that users who were assumed to be separate under the naïve view of the dataset merged into a 

single user, causing a 25% reduction in overall number of users observed in the dataset. For 

example if this figure is applied to the full dataset I would expect to see around 225 final users.   

 The previous section showed how I created a network graph to show the geographic spread 

of phone numbers. However this graph was constrained because it did not account for the 

possibility of a user operating multiple phone numbers, which means networks shown there may 

be smaller and less developed than they truly are.  

 The next graph that I created takes into account the possibility of multiple phone numbers 

and maps the geographic locations in the dataset onto their corresponding map of Malaysia. This 

was important to do for interpretability. Since it is easier to see relationships which are placed on 

maps and it gives a better feel for the overall geographic spread of the networks represented here.    
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Figure 9. Human Trafficking Flows 
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Trafficking Flows in Malaysia 

Within Figure 9 hollow red circles represent the appearance of advertisements in different 

geographic locations and when a user appears in a different geographic location a connection is 

drawn between those two locations. The hollow circle visual encoding helps to show the overall 

concentration of advertisements in the different locations. In this graph as we have seen in other 

maps in this report, Kuala Lumpur has the largest concentration of ads and areas in the north and 

south are also well represented. When it is shown this way, the central nature of Kuala Lumpur 

geographically means it is at the center of most networks with connections from Kuala Lumpur 

going out both north and south. Within this dataset it was also found that cities like Singapore, 

Jakarta, and Bangkok appeared and were linked with Malaysian networks.  

 A second detail which came about in the creation of this map is the variation within the 

city of Kuala Lumpur see the yellow box in Figure 9.  This variation came about because of specific 

listings for ads which applied to different sectors of Kuala Lumpur, these ads were then connected 

to other listings within the city and the area which the ads draw a circle around is the Central 

Business District of Kuala Lumpur and contains the largest red light district in the city.  

Prices Significantly Below the Mean of the Market  

 The theoretical justification for this indicator is that if you can determine which ads fall 

significantly below the mean, DARPA uses one standard deviation below as their threshold, then 

this can act as a potential red flag for trafficking. The reason being if you are an individual acting 

of your own free will, are you more likely to price yourself at the around the mean or the higher 

end of the distribution or the lower end? Advertisements which list prices in the lower end of the 

distribution would be more reasonable to think of situations where the person being sold is not the 

one posting the ad since the person posting just wants to make a profit.  
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Given the data that I have the mean of the market is 300 Malaysian Ringgits (MYR) with 

a standard deviation of 100MYR. These figures were generated by recording the prices which 

appeared in the different advertisements and since prices of services were listed on a per hour basis, 

these prices represent the per hour cost for the services in the Backpage.com advertisements. The 

mean price which I was able to generate based on the dataset does seem to be in line with the 

hourly cost seen by others who have looked at the costs of these different services in Kuala Lumpur 

and Malaysia in general. Stating the average prices are between 250-300 MYR for an hour of 

service (Yeow) (Agustín).   

 One limitation with generating this variable is that the price of services had to be placed on 

advertisements or on websites for that user in order for it to be recorded. I did not go out and solicit 

prices from users given the illegal nature of doing so. This means that the prices that I recorded 

are based off of a subset of the dataset where users had to self-report prices.  

 Figure 10 (below) shows the distribution of prices in the dataset. It the 300 users in the 

dataset and shows the density distribution of those prices.  
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Figure 10. Distribution of Prices 
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As discussed previously the mean of the dataset is shown in the spike at 300MYR and the 

area one standard deviation below the mean which I will refer to as the red flag zone is on the left 

hand side of Figure 6 and goes from 200MYR down to 0. In the red flag zone there are 

approximately 169 advertisements from 20 different users.  

 This figure likely understates how many ads are in the red flag zone because of the lack of 

price data on the majority of the dataset, around 50% of the ads did not report a price. Given other 

data on the price of services the mean would likely remain the same and we would see more ads 

appear in the lower part of the distribution which would place more users in the red flag zone.  

Usage of Trafficking Language 

Another marker to watch for is the type of language which is used in the advertisement. 

Ads using language such as "fresh", "just landed" etc. that have been identified as potential 

trafficking signaling at least in the US, and since there is no research on terminology in these ads 

in Malaysia they give me a plausible starting point (Latonero, Innovation, Monitoring, and 

Analysis of Trafficking Online: Primary Research). The reasoning behind the usage of this 

language is that traffickers are trying to signal that they have a specific sort of good. Namely young 

women and typically foreign, these characteristics mean that they are at a higher risk of being 

trafficking victims at least anecdotally. Figure 11 is an example of an ad title within my dataset 

which has in its title a series of what I have been calling “red flag language” ex. “young”, “fresh”, 

“just arrived”.  
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Figure 11. Example Ad Title with Trafficking Language Usage 

 

 This data provides another indicator which to look at potential cases of human trafficking. 

Within the dataset overall, out of the total 294 users I looked at the appearance of this sort of 

language in their advertisements and the results are shown below. This indicator is built on the 

assumption that traffickers are attempting to signal that they have a certain type of good, namely 

younger foreign women, who have been identified as being more likely sex trafficking victims. 

However since this variable is built on the language choices of the ad posters I feel that this variable 

is the noisiest out of the four which I am using in my analysis.  

 An individual poster could choose to use this language and this variable probably only 

begins to mean more once there are multiple red flags raised in relation to an ad. For example an 

ad which falls into the red flag zone for price and uses trafficking language would act as a much 

better flag than just an ad which has the appearance of trafficking style language.  
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Figure 12. Trafficking Language Usage Graph 
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Out of 294 total users, 164 users do not show what I was considering to be potential 

trafficking language (see Figure 12). However of the remaining 130, 92 users show some usage of 

trafficking language and 30 users show usage in all of their advertisements. In this case the 

potential red flag can be raised over the 130 users who show at least some usage of trafficking 

style language.  

Other Areas of Analysis: Network Analysis of Potential Human Trafficking 

Networks in Malaysia 

While developing the research for this project I found that these users which I identify in 

my Backpage.com dataset also operate via twitter. These agencies are able to operate in this 

manner I assume because of the anonymity that they are given by the internet and the relative 

impunity that they have had.  
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Figure 13. Social Network Graph of Malaysia Based Escort Agencies 
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Figure 13 shows the twitter networks of seven escort agencies who were identified by their 

websites being listed on Malaysian Backpage.com and on Twitter. The white dots represent 

followers who only follow one agency, and yellow dots follow multiple agencies. The yellow dots 

are useful because they help to show the connections between the different escort agencies insofar 

as showing that the followers of one also follow the second one. This gives some basic sense of 

interconnectivity between the two and that they are at least both known while operating in the 

same general space.  

In this graph the orange cluster at the bottom represents a non-Malaysian Escort agency 

which I included and it is isolated from the others because it has a very small number of 

connections. In comparison the other six are Malaysia based escort agencies. 

Conclusions  

Within my dataset I would flag ads which meet some or all of the different criteria that I 

have laid out here, usage of multiple phone numbers, spread across geographic location for a single 

user, below one standard deviation of the price, usage of keywords such as “fresh”, “exotic”, or 

“just landed”. This can be done relatively easy with a few hundred lines of code and if the retrieval 

of phone numbers can be automated the entire analysis pipeline could be expedited and applied to 

much larger datasets. However as mentioned before these variables do not indicate trafficking 

cases only potential trafficking cases which must be followed up on by law enforcement in order 

to be meaningful.  

This case study outlines the overall methodology and different variables of interest which 

may be used to identify potential trafficking cases. Identifying these cases serves as a form of lead 

generation for law enforcement. Other data analytic techniques can be applied to help build the 

judicial cases against traffickers but this is beyond the scope of this current study. Even though 
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this study is only dealing with lead generation techniques, it is a step forward for helping law 

enforcement begin to increase their ability to inhibit the freedom of movement of traffickers and 

begin to prosecute them to the fullest extent of the law.  

Data analytics are being used in many fields in the private sector, but using these techniques 

for social good is lagging behind. Techniques such as this outline ways that governments and law 

enforcements can begin to boost their own capacity to identify potential cases of sex trafficking 

which is the first step in bringing traffickers to justice in accordance to the laws of the country.  
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